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TIGGE (THORPEX International Grand Global Ensemble) was a major part of the THORPEX (Observing System Research and
Predictability Experiment). It integrates ensemble precipitation products from all the major forecast centers in the world and
provides systematic evaluation on the multimodel ensemble prediction system. Development of meteorologic-hydrologic coupled
flood forecastingmodel and early warningmodel based on the TIGGEprecipitation ensemble forecast can provide flood probability
forecast, extend the lead time of the flood forecast, and gainmore time for decision-makers tomake the right decision. In this study,
precipitation ensemble forecast products from ECMWF, NCEP, and CMA are used to drive distributed hydrologic model TOPX.
We focus on Yi River catchment and aim to build a flood forecast and early warning system.The results show that themeteorologic-
hydrologic coupled model can satisfactorily predict the flow-process of four flood events. The predicted occurrence time of peak
discharges is close to the observations. However, the magnitude of the peak discharges is significantly different due to various
performances of the ensemble prediction systems. The coupled forecasting model can accurately predict occurrence of the peak
time and the corresponding risk probability of peak discharge based on the probability distribution of peak time and floodwarning,
which can provide users a strong theoretical foundation and valuable information as a promising new approach.

1. Introduction

Flood forecasting is one of the major bases for decision-
makers to deal with an emergency situation associated with
heavy rainfall. Precipitation is the most important informa-
tion required for flood forecasting.The accuracy and the lead
time are two major factors influencing the performance of
the flood forecasting [1]. Application of precipitation forecast
products fromnumerical weather prediction (NWP) onflood
forecasting is one of the primary ways to extend the lead time
of a flood forecast. The NWP makes it possible to generate
useful flood information and issue an early warning of flood.
However, due to the errors associated with initial condition
andmodel, the chaos of the atmosphere, and the uncertainties
of parameterization as well as the heterogeneousness of the
underlying surface, there are large discrepancies between
the “single” deterministic flood forecast and the observa-
tions, especially for the outburst of local meteorological and

hydrological events [2]. To overcome the limit of the deter-
ministic forecast, people start to focus on the uncertainty
of the meteorological and hydrological processes. The tradi-
tional “single” deterministic forecast is gradually replaced by
the probability forecast which represents the uncertainty of
the forecast, that is, a transition from deterministic forecast
to ensemble forecast. As a new technique of NWP, ensemble
forecast considers the influences from the imperfect bound-
ary conditions and data assimilation, turning the determin-
istic forecast to complete probability forecast of atmospheric
variables [3]. It is a new approach for precipitation forecast
and runoff forecast [4].

To account for the uncertainties of the forecasts from
multiple global models, an interactive grand global ensemble
system was proposed. TIGGE (THORPEX International
Grand Global Ensemble) is an international scientific project
collecting forecast products from all the major forecast
centers in the world and evaluating the multiple model
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ensemble system [5]. TIGGE ensemble forecast combines
the uncertainties from multiple sources and represents those
uncertainties with probability distribution. It has already
been applied on flood forecasting and early warning of
flood with successful results. Pappenberger et al. [6] coupled
TIGGE ensemble data with 5 km distributed hydrologic
model and successfully produced earlywarning for floodwith
a lead time of 10 days. He et al. [7, 8] used TIGGE ensemble
forecasts to drive an atmospheric-hydrologic-hydraulic cas-
cade system to produce a probabilistic discharge forecast and
early flood warning. Peng et al. [9] used ECMWF ensemble
forecast to drive Xinanjiang hydrologic model (hereafter XAJ
model) and, by forecasting range of the runoff, provided
useful risk information to decision-maker. However, the last
researchwork only considered ECMWFmodel; uncertainties
from multiple models and multiple forecast centers are not
involved. Precipitation ensemble forecasts from four major
forecast centers were used to make superensemble forecast
and early flood warning; the results are encouraging [10,
11]. For most studies in China, they adopted aggregated
approach with XAJ model and did not consider the influ-
ence from heterogeneous underlying surface. On the basis
of the improved SIMTOP (a simple TOPMODEL) runoff
parameterization scheme and the calculating method of
three-layer soil moisture balance in Xinanjiang model, Yong
(2008) developed a simple but highly-efficient large-scale
hydrological model (TOPX). The offline test performed at
Youshui River catchment (a small branch of Yangtze River)
indicated that the TOPX model produced better simulation
effect of daily runoff in small sized catchments and it can
describe the various hydrological processes of watershed
[12]. In this study, we focus on Yishu River catchment
(upstream catchment of Linyi hydrologic station). ECMWF
(50 ensemble members), NCEP (20 ensemble members), and
CMA (15 ensemble members) ensemble precipitation data
were used to drive the distributed hydrologic model TOPX
to make flood forecast and early flood warning.

2. About the Catchment

The research area in this study includes the upstream catch-
ment of Yishu River (i.e., Linyi subsystem) with a catchment
size of 10152 km2. It has a typical continent monsoon climate
with four distinct seasons. It is hot in summer with a lot of
rainy days and cold and windy in winter.There is an unevent-
ful terrain with elevation ranging from 57m to 1125m. The
mean annual temperature is 11.8∘C–13.3∘C and mean annual
precipitation/evaporation amount is 830mm/839mm with
most of precipitation fall in summer in a form of heavy
rainfall. There is also significant interannual variation of the
precipitation.

3. Construction of Flood Forecast Model Based
on TIGGE Ensemble Precipitation Forecast

3.1. Introduction to TOPX. TOPX is a land-surface model
developed based on improved SIMTOP (a simple
TOPMODEL) and XAJ model. It incorporates both the

topographic index concept from TOPMODEL and the
water budget balance principle and is able to capture the
land-surface hydrologic processes with a linear scaling
transformation scheme for topographic index [12].

Themodel has sevenmajor components including storage
capacity curve, dynamic change of soil moisture, simulated
surface runoff and subsurface runoff, simulated discharge,
base discharge, Muskingum merge flow, and evaluation fac-
tor. TOPX can provide the function of scaling transformation
on topographic index. Although the TOPX model has less
data input and minimum parameters for calibrating, it can
better describe the two-dimensional hydrological processes.
The detailed introduction about the model can be found in
Yong (2008) and Shao [13]. In the following, we will only
introduce the generation and concentration of the runoff as
well as the dynamic changes of soil water.

(1) Runoff Generation Formula. A revised SIMTOP runoff
generation scheme including the generation of both surface
runoff and subsurface runoff is adopted in this study. The
formula is shown below:

𝑅s = 𝐹max𝑒
−𝐶s𝑧∇𝑄wat,

𝑅sb = 𝑅sb,max𝑒
−𝑓𝑧∇ ,

(1)

where 𝑅s is surface runoff, 𝑅sb is subsurface runoff, 𝐹max
is percentage of the maximum saturated area, 𝑅sb,max is the
maximum subsurface runoff when the soil moisture deficit
depth is 0, 𝑄wat is net precipitation, 𝑧∇ is average water
depth, 𝑓 is decaying parameter of soil, and 𝐶s is a coefficient
that can be derived by fitting the exponential function to
the discrete cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the
topographic index𝜆m.The computational approach to𝐶s and
𝜆m can be found in the work of Niu et al. [14]. The revised
SIMTOP scheme can represent the topographic information
more accurately and produce more realistic temporal-spatial
distribution of variables and parameters.

(2) Calculation of Soil Moisture. Soil moisture deficit is a
crucial variable connecting surface runoff and subsurface
runoff, and it is closely related to the budget of the soil
moisture. This formula is developed based on three-layer
soil evapotranspiration scheme from XAJ model, and it can
significantly simplify the calculation of the soil moisture
deficit without reducing the accuracy required by the model
[15]. After the temporal-spatial distribution of soil moisture
is obtained from the three-layer evapotranspiration formula,
the soil moisture deficit thus can be estimated from the
difference of the average storage capacity and soil moisture,
and finally the surface runoff and subsurface runoff will be
calculated. The formula is shown below:

𝑧∇ =WM −𝑊[𝑖] , (2)

whereWMis the arealmean tensionwater capacitywhich has
three componentsWU,WL, andWD in the upper, lower, and
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Table 1: Some major parameters in TOPX model with calibration results.

Parameter name Physical meaning Parameter type Calibration (20010729) Calibration (20020722)
𝑓 Decaying parameter

Runoff generation
parameters

180 180
𝐺max Maximum underground runoff 50 50

KSS Outflow coefficient of free water storage
to interflow relationship 0.012 0.012

B Exponential of the distribution to tension
water capacity 0.40 0.35

K Ratio of potential evapotranspiration to
pan evaporation

Soil moisture
calculation

0.85 0.85

WM Averaged soil moisture storage capacity 125.0 125.0

WUM Averaged soil moisture storage capacity of
upper layer 30.0 30.0

WLM Averaged soil moisture storage capacity of
lower layer 90.0 90.0

C Evapotranspiration coefficient of deep
layer 0.12 0.12

KKG Recession constants of the ground water
storage Runoff concentration

parameters

0.988 0.988

UH Initial value of unit hydrograph /0, 44.6, 156, 86.7, 39,
22.3, 15.6/

/0, 12, 42, 23, 3, 10.5,
6.0, 4.2/

deep layer, respectively, and𝑊[𝑖] is the sumof three-layer soil
moisture of the 𝑖th day.

(3) Runoff Concentration. There are three components in
TOPX model: overland flow concentration, river network
flow, and subsurface flow concentration. Three different
methods including empirical unit hydrograph method,
Muskingum channel routing method, and linear reservoir
parameter method are applied to calculate these three com-
ponents, respectively, and finally the outlet runoff is obtained.

3.2. TIGGE Precipitation Ensemble Coupled with TOPX. As
one of the primary international scientific projects, THOR-
PEX aims to contribute to our society, economics, and
environment by advancing a unified observation-forecast
system and improving the accuracy of 1–14 days’ high impact
weather forecast. TIGGE, as the core component of the
THORPEX, aggregates the forecast products from all major
forecast centers in the world and provides further analyzing,
processing, and evaluation support to users. All the forecast
centers started to receive and share the correspondingTIGGE
data, which provides an opportunity for developing a flood
forecastmodel based on couplingTIGGEdata andhydrologic
model. NCEP, ECMWF, and CMA ensemble forecast data
from TIGGE project are used in this study; the horizontal
resolutions for these forecast data are 1∘ × 1∘, 0.5∘ × 0.5∘, and
0.5625∘ × 0.5625∘, respectively. Because of different resolu-
tion for these three forecast data, 12, 25, and 20 grid points
are used to cover the area we are interested in (Figure 1).
Also inverse distance weighting (IDW) method and Kriging
method are adopted to downscale the 6-hour accumulated
precipitation forecast from different ensemble dataset into
1 km to drive the hydrologicmodel. Hereafter, the TOPX cou-
pled with ECMWF, NCEP, and CMA ensemble precipitation

forecast is called ECMWF-TOPX, NCEP-TOPX, and CMA-
TOPX, respectively.

According to the hydrological and metrological data,
12 flood events are selected for this study. The simulation
starts from the time when the precipitation occurred and
ends after the flood retreated with a time step of 6 hours.
The model parameters are calibrated with 6 flood events
during 2001–2004. The calibrated parameters from two of
these typical events are then used in simulation of another
6 flood events during 2005–2008. Some major parameters in
TOPX hydrologic model as well as their physical meanings
are showed in Table 1. The calibrated model parameters from
20010729 event are used to verify three predicted floods
with TIGGE data during 2007-2008. Due to similarity of the
dischargemagnitude between 2010 and 2002, one of the flood
forecast in 2010 is verified with calibrated model parameters
from 20020722 event.

4. Verification of Flood Forecast in
Yi River Catchment

4.1. Results of TIGGE Precipitation Ensemble Forecast. Accu-
racy of the precipitation forecast directly influences the
performance of the model forecast. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to evaluate the TIGGE precipitation ensemble forecast
first. We compared ECMWF, NCEP, and CMA ensemble
forecasts, and the multimodel precipitation ensemble is
also verified with observations. Four heavy rainfall events
including 20070809, 20070815, 20080720, and 20100716 are
selected to evaluate TIGGE precipitation forecast. Figure 2
shows the precipitation forecast from ECMWF, NCEP, and
CMA ensemble forecasts as well as the verification against
observations. Non-real-time update means only the 10-day
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Figure 1: Distribution of stations, catchments, and the selected grid points in ECMWF, NCEP, and CMA ensemble models.

precipitation forecast is used, and real-time update means
daily precipitation forecast is used. Figure 2 shows clearly
the remarkable differences among those three ensemble
forecasts. NCEP forecasted less precipitation than observa-
tions with substantial smaller maximum precipitation. The
precipitation forecast in CMA ensemble products is much
larger than observations, with large discrepancy in forecasted
time of occurrence of heavy rainfall. Also, the spread of
ensemble members is also much larger than that in other
ensemble forecasts.

4.2. Discharge Forecasts over Yi River Catchment. Figure 3
shows the forecasted discharges based on three different
precipitation ensemble forecasts for 20070809 event. It can
be noticed that the peak discharge as well as the time of

occurrence can be well predicted by all the three ensemble
forecasts. However, there are large errors for the magnitude
of forecasted discharges. CMA-TOPX obviously forecasted
much larger amount of discharges, while NCEP-TOPX fore-
casted much smaller amount instead. Only ECMWF-TOPX
forecasted discharges are relatively close to the observations.
The results for the other three events are similar; ECMWF-
TOPX forecasted discharges are always the best among them.
Because the runoff generation scheme is better for humid
area, for those events (e.g., 20100706 event) with less amount
of runoff, the simulation results are not good. There are
large discrepancies among the three ensembles; the forecasted
discharges as well as time of occurrence all significantly
deviate from the observations. Nevertheless, if we use all the
85 ensemble members to drive the TOPX, we can obtain
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Figure 2: Comparison of the predicted precipitation (20070809 event) from ECMWF, NCEP, and CMA ensemble models.

superensemble forecasts (figure not shown). Superensemble
forecasts can provide comprehensive information including
the range and the probability distribution of forecasted dis-
charges, as well as the superensemblemean of all 85members.
For example, for the 20070809 event, the probability of
discharge larger than 2000m3/s and 1000m3/s is 35.3% and
69.4%, respectively. The users can respond to the forecasted
probability accordingly.

Figure 4 shows the ensemble mean discharges from
ECMWF-TOPX, NCEP-TOPX, and CMA-TOPX models. It
is obvious that the forecasted peak discharges and the time
of occurrence are close to the observations. However, large
variabilities exist for the forecasted magnitudes of the peak
discharges. It can be seen that the ECMWF-TOPX has the
closest magnitude to the observations for the 20070809
event, which is probably related to the fact that it has
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Figure 3: Same with Figure 2 except for forecasted discharges.

the most ensemble members (50). For all the other three
events, the superensemble is the best. The NCEP-TOPX has
the minimum ensemble mean discharge, while the CMA-
TOPX ensemble mean discharge has the maximum ensemble
mean discharge due to the largest amount of forecasted
precipitation. In general, these three coupled systems can all
predict the occurrence time of peak discharge, but significant
forecast errors still exist for the magnitude of discharge,

especially for NCEP-TOPX and CMA-TOPX, which is due
to less/more forecasted precipitation. The challenges for later
research are how we can improve the accuracy of peak
discharge by calibrating the ensemble precipitation forecasts
from different forecast centers and how we set different
weights for different ensemble systems.

Figure 5 shows the occurrence of peak discharge proba-
bility distribution for the 20070809, 20070815, 20080720, and
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Figure 4: Comparison of the superensemble forecasted discharges from equal weight superensemble with observations (red lines with dots).
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Figure 5: The scatter plot between the peak discharge (vertical coordinate) and its occurrence (horizontal coordinate) forecasts from
superensemble members. The inverse U-shaped envelope curve reflects the joint probability distribution of the peak discharge and its
occurrence forecasts.
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Figure 6: Flood warning probability from superensemble system.

20100716 events from superensemble forecast. All the events
show an inverse “U” probability distribution or approxi-
mately a normal distribution except the 20100716 event. It can
easily be obtained from Figure 5 that the occurrence of peak
discharge mainly locates within the window zone/interval,
and the probability is further calculated by the proportion
of the members with peak discharge from all ensemble
members. All the ensemble members forecasted similar
occurrence of peak discharge; there is little difference among
these three ensemble systems. The forecasted occurrence of
peak discharge is close to the observations with forecast
error less than 12 hours. For the 20100716 event, the peak
discharge is relatively less than others, and there is more
than one peak discharge. The precipitation for this event
is not well predicted in all the ensemble systems, which
causes large errors in forecasted discharge. Twomain reasons
are responsible for this: one is the large forecast errors of
precipitation and the other one is hydrologic model itself
which has unsatisfied performance for flood with a small
discharge. For this event, the spread of the ensemblemembers
in each model is relatively small, but large discrepancies
exist among the models. The forecasted occurrence window
of peak discharge differs, which makes it difficult for users
to make decisions. For all these four events, the forecasts
for large discharge are much better than that for small
discharge. The superensemble of forecasted occurrence of
peak discharge can easily be obtained from the probability
distribution map of the peak discharge, which is one of the
advantages of the superensemble.

Figure 6 shows the flood warning probability from
superensemble system. 𝑋-axis represents the forecast time,
and𝑌-axis represents themean discharge of 85members.The

probability for three flood ratings (“less danger,” “danger,”
and “extreme danger”) is, respectively, calculated and con-
sidered by the ratio of the corresponding duration to total
duration, which is from 0 h to the longest lead time at 6 h
intervals. The 20070809 and 20080720 events have higher
discharges, followed by the 20070815 event. The 20100716
event has the lowest discharges. For the 20070809 event,
the superensemble forecasted probability for “less danger”
(discharges greater than 500m3/s) is 50.0%, for “danger”
(discharges greater than 1000m3/s) is 37.5%, and for “extreme
danger” (discharges greater than 2000m3/s) is 20.8%. It
means, for more than 1/3 of the time during this event,
the discharges passing the outlet of Linyi catchment are
over “danger” threshold. For more than 1/5 of the time
during this event, the discharges passing the Linyi catchment
are over “extreme danger” threshold. The discharges in
20070815 event are lower, and the probability of reaching
“extreme danger” threshold is only 14.6%. The discharges
in 20100716 event are the lowest, and the probability of
reaching “less danger” threshold is only 10.4% and yet did
not reach “danger” threshold. All above information are very
useful references for decision-makers in local government
and hydrological, meteorological, and agricultural offices.
Due to various configuration of the models, the forecasted
precipitation is significantly different, which further leads
to tremendous discrepancies on forecasted discharges. How-
ever, the occurrence of the peak discharge and the probability
of flood are well predicted. Compared with deterministic
forecast, flood forecasting based on TIGGE and TOPX is able
to provide more valuable information and probability of risk
and is a promising approach.
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5. Summary and Discussions

In this paper, flood forecasting using distributed hydrologic
model TOPX coupled with TIGGE ensemble precipitation
data is documented. TIGGE data from ensemble forecast
products at ECMWF, NCEP, and CMA are used to drive
TOPX to make flood forecast for 20070809, 20070815,
20080720, and 20100716 events over Yishu River catchment.
The results show the coupledmodel can successfully simulate
the discharges during the events. The peak discharges as well
as the occurrence of the peak discharge can be well predicted,
but large discrepancies exist between the models. The CMA-
TOPX forecasted higher discharges, while the NCEP-TOPX
forecasted lower discharges. The ECMWF-TOPX forecasts
are in between the other two models and are closest to the
observation. According to the superensemble forecast of the
occurrence of the peak discharge and the probability of flood,
the TIGGE-TOPX coupled model can successfully predict
the occurrence time of the peak discharge and probability of
flood, which is the primary basis for decision-makers tomake
a decision.

This initial approach aims to build a basic frame-
work of flood forecast model using TOPX model coupled
with TIGGE precipitation data. The preliminary results are
encouraging, but some issues need further investigation and
research. Firstly, TIGGE dataset starts from year 2007, and
only discharges data during years 2007–2010 are used in this
study. Because of the limited data, only four flood events
are simulated with TIGGE data as input. Though the results
are encouraging, more flood events are needed to verify the
performance of the coupled model, especially for the event
in dry year. The hydrologic processes over nonhumid area
are also not well simulated in TOPX. Second, accuracy of
the precipitation forecast directly impacts the accuracy of the
flood forecast. There are large forecast errors in all the global
ensemble forecast models. Third, ensemble precipitation
forecasts from three global NWP centers (ECMWF, NCEP,
and CMA) are used in this study.The forecasted precipitation
from these three NWP centers varies significantly. Currently,
equal weight averaging is adopted to obtain the superensem-
ble mean. To attribute different weight to each forecast center
according to their forecasts biases is the next topic we should
focus on and put efforts into.
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